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test #5: this test compared rybka and komodo 5. the first 50 of the wccc 2010 problems
were tested, as well as the first 50 problems of the wccc 2011. these tests were also run
on the bluegene/q. i tested rybka alpha against rybka beta and komodo 6.4 alpha against
komodo 6.4 beta. in addition, i took 50 problems from the icc tournament and tested them
on komodo 6. i did some preliminary testing of komodo 6.4 beta against rybka beta on 5

problems. komodo 6.4 beta beat all the rybka versions on the first 50 problems of the
wccc 2010. however not all rybka fans are enthusiastic about the rybka team's

interference which they see as an attempt to limit competition. in the mean time rybka
has been developped into many fork variants, which had even caused some bad feelings
in the rybka community. most of the fork variants have seen the rybka team take credit

for most of them, often only introducing a few patches at best (tag team, twice ippolit and
four one ippolit 2.0), or had everything removed from the forks entirely (2.0 ippolit ). on
the other hand some forks were allowed to continue existent due to the high quality of

code and the lack of talented authors (2.0 ippolit, 2.1 ippolit, 2.1 ippolit, w.i.f. and rory ).
however it was a rule that forks should be submitted to a veteran rybka-tester as soon as

possible after the introduction, this was the main reason why some forks of the past
weren't taken seriously. with this condition in mind the rybka-team has been active in the

rybka-forking scene for several years.
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as some readers know, the theme of the tournament is theory and practice of
chessprogramming. to this end, we will accept any and all questions on a wide variety of

topics in the course of the event. the details on
http://www.chessprogramming.org/tournaments/10.html [61] include annotations on all
games and on a selection of master games that will be of interest to readers. you don't

need to answer all of the questions here, but there is a place for those interested in theory
and practice of chessprogramming to ask questions. at this point i have already started

my personal project, fruit 5. i think it is possible to have an engine that is completely
unlike rybka with no numerical algorithms (at least with the one-way information flow),

and it should in fact be simple. i am already using some of the features of fruit 5 to
develop a prototype. i plan to use all the features of fruit 5, in the sense that i intend to
make a complete engine that works as much as possible similar to an engine, and not a
program that is limited to only some, let alone a few, of its features. i intend to make a

frankenstein instead. however, i know what you are thinking. the question is how effective
it is? what is the effectiveness of the features? and, more importantly, if i do something
else instead, which one? i will consider it seriously whether i have seen a serious engine
for decades, a serious opening book, or a serious endgame engine. so far, the one-way
information flow is the only interesting feature. rybka, in its current version, will be very
difficult to duplicate. it is too complex, and it will be complicated to accomplish certain

objectives. i have decided to examine the source code and design of rybka, and create a
new engine to accomplish the same objectives that it does. the one-way information flow

is the only feature that interests me. while rybka does about two billion variants of the
opening before settling down to about 250 million best positions, i would like to create an
engine that settles down to about 250 million best positions. i hope that through this i can
compare the effectiveness of fruit 5 with the effectiveness of rybka. now, what does this
mean? it means i will review the rybka source code, and create a new engine. and i will
also try to make a top-level engine which uses fruit 5 to some extent. then i will release

the engine to the public. it might be a slightly less good engine than rybka, or it might be
better than rybka. i am going to try, for a limited time, to create the engines and i will

show you the progress of them. i hope that this can help someone out there. 5ec8ef588b
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